
1. pigs are very smart animals  some say theyre smarter than dogs  

2. pigs dont have the ability to sweat   if they are kept outside they must be able to lay 
in the mud when it gets too hot  

3. an adult female hog is called a sow    a sow carries her piglets three months three 
weeks and three days before they are born

4. a sow has between 8 and 12 pigs per litter

5. adult hogs usually weigh between 300 and 700 pounds but the largest hog on 
record weighed 2552 pounds and was 9 feet long   his name was big bill and he 
lived in jackson tennessee

6. types of meat that come from pigs and hogs are ham chops roast tenderloin 
sausage and bacon

7. the first hot dog was sold at the 1904 worlds fair in st louis missouri

8. the longest single sausage made was over a mile long   the 5917 foot sausage was 
cooked in barcelona spain on september 22 1986

9. the kentucky farm bureau auctions a ham for charity every year at the kentucky 
state fair 

10. in 2016 the ham from broadbent s country hams in kuttawa  ky sold for  
$600 000  the money was donated to many charities in lexington

_______ Bacon          _______ Chops    

_______ Spare Ribs  _______ Ham        

Sausage can come from any part of the pig. 
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From Pig to Pork
Field Trip #7 - INTERMEDIATE/SECONDARY WORKSHEET

While reading these facts about pigs, hogs, and pork, correct 
the capitalization and punctuation errors you find. 

Different types of meat come from different parts of the 
pig. Write the number of the pig part that corresponds to 

the type of meat that comes from that part. 

Funny Farm: 
What are a pig’s favorite karate moves? Pork chops!
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